COMPLETING
YOUR
SURVEILLANCE
SOLUTION

VIDEO INSIGHT, PANASONIC’S POWERFUL
ENTERPRISE VMS WITH COST EFFICIENCY

ideo Insight is the latest in surveillance technology integrating
powerful enterprise VMS features, and cost efficiency
in one robust system.
With more than 25,000 current deployment worldwide in law enforcement,
commercial, education, healthcare and transportation industries,
Video Insight continues to provide you optimal solutions to meet your
security demands.
Panasonic Video Insight meets your demand for an advanced Video
Management System with a powerful complete configuration of
enterprise-level reliability, and cost-efficiency as an easy-to-use
surveillance solution.
Advanced surveillance features eliminate uncertainty and improves
response times. Every feature provides direct user benefits to your
surveillance operations.

• ENTERPRISE VMS
• COST EFFICIENCY
• EASY-TO-USE

ENTERPRISE
VMS

Optimised Hardware
Allows Unlimited
Scalability
Engineered as a pure 64-bit
system, Video Insight maximises
hardware capability resulting in
increased efficiency across all
system features.
A key factor in hardware
optimisation is Video Insight’s
powerful capability to allow users
up to 400 cameras per server
with an unlimited number of web
clients and storage size.
This potentially provides users
with unlimited scaling possibilities
in the surveillance workflow.

Advanced Bundled
VMS Features
Video Insight features a singlemanagement interface which
comes pre-installed with a wide
array of features at no additional
costs. Enhanced surveillance
features include the Video
Wall V6, Automated Failover,
Active Directory LDAP, Access
Control Integration and Software
Development Kit (SDK).
The advanced Guard Tour feature
ensures operators perform
scheduled security checks at
stipulated times and the Rules
function provides automated
functions to reduce operators’
workload.

COST EFFICIENCY
Surveillance is not cable TV, why pay
for every channel you watch?
Accessory

Cost
Reduction
Lower cost than
any other VMS

Camera Annual
Renewal Licence

With the high cost commonly associated
with VMS systems, Panasonic Video
Insight seeks to eliminate unnecessary
costs by introducing bundled VMS
features and camera licenses in one
complete system.

Base Annual
Renewal Licence
Camera License
Base License

Base License

Server

Server

Video Management
Software (VMS)
Competitor

Video Insight with
Panasonic iPro

EASY-TO-USE

Easy Integration
With Your Hardware
Video Insight is engineered on
an open architecture, providing
support for over 4100 camera
models from over 150 camera
manufacturers.
An open platform not only
provides easy integration with
your surveillance workflow, but
also encourages a hassle-free
migration without extensive
training and instruction.

You can now access a full range of
surveillance technology at
no hidden costs.

Easy Operation with
User-friendly Interface
Designed as a multi-viewer
platform, the Video Insight grants
users the ability to monitor
cameras remotely on various
operating systems including
platforms such as, Windows, Mac,
Web browsers, iOS and Android.
The integrated user-friendly
graphics user interface makes it
easy for users to operate intuitively
and efficiently.

Facility Maps

Windows, MAC,
Web Clients
and Mobile Apps

Automated
Failover

Virtual Guard
Tour Function

SURVEILLANCE
TECHNOLOGY
NEVER STOPS
ADVANCING

Apple TV

Video
Surveillance

Video Wall App

Module

Powerful Rules
Management
Function

Health
Monitor

Core
System
System
Integration

Centralized
Recording and
Monitoring

Panasonic Video Insight is
a robust enterprise-class
surveillance system built with
the principles of efficiency and
simplicity of operation in mind.

Video
Analytics

With a strong commitment to
the security industry, Video
Insight brings together powerful
surveillance technology,
advanced features, unmatched
flexibility, easy-to-use interface
and a low total cost of ownership
all in one single bundled system.

Access Control
Integration

Pure 64-bits

License
Plate Recognition

Panasonic
FacePro

VIDEO INSIGHT
BUNDLED
SERVER

Be ready for the
future of surveillance.

Software
Development Kit

Efficient 64-bit design supports up to 400 cameras/server
(depending on recording condition)
Designed for large camera deployments – multi-server, multi-location
Open platform allows easy integration
SQL Server based
Supports camera- and server-side motion detection
Automated Failover
Integrates with Active Directory users and groups
Support for local, direct attached, SAN / NAS

DISTRIBUTED BY:
www.linkedin.com/company/panasonic-system-solutions-asia-pacific

